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I pledge Allegiance to the flag of the United States of
America and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with Liberty and Justice for
all.
We SUPPORT and THANK ALL our service men and women.
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ALWAYS REMEMBER and STAND UP for those who have fought and died for our
COUNTRY, our FLAG and our FREEDOM we enjoy. They deserve our RESPECT.
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District Directors
Roy and Cindy Bryant

Asst. District Directors - East
Austin and Peggy Gauthier

District Treasurers
Bev and Ron Chapman

District Ride Coordinator

Asst. District Director - Central
Libby Jennings

Asst. District Director - West

District Leadership Trainer
Carol & Tom Scully

District Newsletter Editor
District Webmaster
Steve and Mary Craig
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District Educators
Anthony and Shirley Prewitt

District MEPC
Sue and Charles Langley

District COY 2018-19
James & Debra Lawler

District Care Bear
Mary Craig

District Vendor Coordinators
Rex and Dianna Temple

Thank You To Our Sponsors
Of Wing Over the Smokies®
2018

Shroader’s Honda, 220 Mitchelle Dr. Hendersonville, NC 28792 1-888-825-3394

CSC Trikes / California Sidecar, Find a dealer

Hartco International, 800-446-7772, 386-698-4668, Fax 386-698-2762
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North Carolina District Director
Roy and Cindy Bryant
Let me start by saying THANK
YOU!!! One of the greatest accomplishments of a District Director is to
have a successful District Rally. What
determines a successful rally? The
numbers? The Vendors? To me, it
would be the reunion of rallies gone
before. Because of all the dedicated
members and leadership in North Carolina, the 35th annual Wings Over The
Smokies® was just that, a great success.
Thursday, our rain day, was great
for our vendors. I guess it was too wet
to enjoy a ride in the mountains, so
everyone took advantage of shopping
with them. Members got all the new
stuff they had been waiting to purchase. I was given a very nice prize to
give away at opening ceremonies; a
bike cover by Sknz, the winner was
Bev Broadway. Due to the rain, we
were not able to hold our annual Light
Show but almost everyone did enjoy
the ice cream.
Friday was our fun day. GWRRA
members from all around showed up
in costumes and got their pictures taken. We had a great “theme” backdrop
provided by Steve & Mary Craig.
Some members didn’t get the opportunity to have an “official” theme picture made, so they took their own pics
with the welcoming Dragon and Bear
at the front of the Jungle Hut (provided

by Austin & Peggy Gauthier). Libby
Jennings had a wonderful display of
“years gone by”. With help from NC
members, there was a display of all 35
annual rally shirts including past &
present NC Drill Teams. Lets don’t
forget the “who is this” pictures on
display. The Couple of the Year celebration took center stage and the NC
Couples were amazing. A very proud
moment for ALL NC Couples to be
recognized for the wonderful duties
they have fulfilled throughout the year
for their chapters. The two couples
standing for selection did an amazing
job as they shared their personal and
GWRRA life with all. The new 20182019 District Couple was announced
at “Closing Ceremonies”. Welcome,
James and Debra Lawler, NC X, Wake
Forest. We enjoyed a “parade of costumes”, Wingo, a chapter challenge
with balloon animals, a barrel of monkeys and games going all day. There
was a much enjoyed escorted ride lead
by Sid Chambers which was enjoyed
by many. We closed Friday with a
police escorted ride to the Street
Dance on Main Street, Waynesville.
Saturday was filled with more
games and fun, modules by GWRRA
University and more purchases at the
vendors. An escorted ride lead by
Jimmy Quick took off around 9:30.
There were smiles on everyone’s faces

FROM THE WEST:

the Wingo games while she got busy
with other WOTS duties. Thank you
to all the Western Chapters for stepping up to the plate to assist in any
way to make this a great rally.
Who would have thought how
lucky some people could be? I was
given a set of Dunlop tires to be given
away, and the winner was Gary Fulbright, Morganton. I was also given as
set of Kuryakyn Highway Cruise
Mounts, and the winner was, Gary
again.
Again, I say THANK YOU for
ALL you do for the District of North

2018 Wings Over The Smokies is
now in the NC GWRRA history book.
Everyone really had a great time and
there was great representation for the
West. Members enjoyed working preregistration, full registration, daily
50/25/25, hospitality and arm band
checking. What a great way to see
everyone as they come by. You have
the opportunity to reunite with old
friends as well as greet new ones.
Some even came to the rescue for Cindy, kicked her to the curb and handled
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when they returned. All too soon, another WOTS was coming to an end, a
bitter sweet time when you look back
over the past year of happy and sad.
Closing ceremony began. We added a
little special touch to our “memorial”
service provided by Steve & Mary.
Something new added, Individual Of
The Year dedication to a very deserving member, Bob Remillard..
The
winner of the 2018 Honda Goldwing
was Barry Owens, ADD Georgia. Who
would have imagined that both the
Hartco seat AND the $2295 California
Side Car voucher would have been
won by the same person, Nick Manning, ½ COY NC N, Burlington.
In closing, let’s start planning for
2019 WOTS, HONOR TO OUR
HEROS, September 26-28, Haywood
County Fairgrounds.
MEMBERS ARE NUMBER ONE!!!!
Roy & Cindy Bryant
NC District Directors
52 Tobacco Road
Rocky Mount, NC 27801
252-442-2309
252-883-8738 (Roy’s cell)
252-904-9488 (Cindy’s cell)

Carolina.
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING
EVERYONE
ALONG THE WAY TO BRIGHTER
RIDES
MEMBERS
ARE
NUMBER
ONE!!!!!!
Roy & Cindy Bryant
.

NC District Director
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NC Assistant District Director - East
Austin and Peggy Gauthier
Hello Carolina Wingers,
We would like to acknowledge
our Friends who endured hurricane
Florence; our hearts and prayers go
out too each one. The high wind &
water has devastated many lives,
and destroyed items that can’t be
replaced. Our support, and love for
one another will carry each person
through and make us all stronger.
God Speed to North Carolina as we
move forward.
It was a jungle out there,
WOTS’S 2018 is in the books;
what fun we had. We made many
great memories, and gain thoughts
for 2019. We missed our many
friends who couldn’t be there.
We’re looking forward to seeing
them all on the road somewhere.
Congratulations to James &
Debra Lawler for their next steps
forward as North Carolina District
Couple, we’re looking forward to
working with you both.
We truly hope everyone enjoyed
WOTS’S, we did; loved the cos-

tume parade. Congratulations to
Ron Chapman, for winning -- as
our Prize Road Kill. If you missed
the Friday night Street Dance, You
missed FUN and good music.
Austin and I would like to say
Thank You for those who cooked
Cakes, cookies, brownies, and
worked in Hospitality with us.
What fun we had making memories. Everyone loves that Popcorn,
SORRY we ran out —— We’ll do
better next year !!
A little reminder, NC-S2, Sanford has the Eastern Travelers
Plaque at their upcoming October
6th gathering. Also, NC - E2 Elizabeth City has their Rally on the 7th;
then Chapter X will have their Xtober Fest on the 13th.
There are some changes being
made in the East and their all good;
we’ll post them as they happen.
We now have the new NEED &
WANT list for the residents at the
O’Berry Neuro Medical Treatment
Center for Christmas; we’ll be on
the road passing them out to our

Eastern chapters. Thank you to
those who have already stepped up
and given items. October will be a
very busy month for us, and Christmas will be here before you know
it.
In Closing please keep North
Carolina in your prayers, it will be
a tough and long time before many
lives & families recover from their
horrific experience with hurricane
Florence. Please help where and
when you can —— God Speed to
us all.
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
ADD’s East
Austin’S # 252-452-6660
Peggy’s # 252-452-5095
We’re always as close as the
phone !!

October History Facts
1. October 3, 1863 The last Thursday in November was declared as Thanksgiving Day by US President Abraham Lincoln. .
2. October 3, 1872 The Bloomingdale brothers opened their first store at 938 Third Avenue, in New York City.
3. October 5, 1947 The first televised White House address was given by US President Harry S. Truman

4. October 11, 1984 Astronaut Kathryn D. Sullivan became the first American woman to perform a space
walk, on the Space Shuttle Challenger
5. October 18, 1620 The Mayflower landed at Plymouth Rock, Massachusetts
6. October 18, 1954 Texas Instruments introduced the first Transistor radio
7. October 20, 1991 Microsoft Windows 3.0 with Multimedia Extensions was released.
8. October 22, 1976 Red Dye No. 4 was banned by the US Food and Drug Administration
9. October 22, 2009 Windows 7 was released
10. October 26, 1936 The first electric generator at Hoover Dam went into operation
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NC Assistant District Director - Central
Libby Jennings
Hello Gold Wingers,
The 2018 Wings Over the
Smokies® has come and gone. But
what a wonderful, great time we all
had! The District Staff is so, so
happy that all of you, that were able
to attend, were there to help us celebrate another year.
We truly
missed our friends down in the
Eastern part of our state that couldn’t be there because of all the
flooding and devastation of Hurricane Florence that hit them so hard
the weeks before.
You were
thought about all during the rally.
Thank You, Thank You, Thank
You to all the members of North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
and Florida and any other States for
working and helping to make the
2018 Rally a success. It is so rewarding to see all members, no
matter where they are from, working and having fun together.
The Door Prize Table was
blessed with lots of items that people would keep buying tickets to
put into the buckets hoping they
would be the lucky winner. It was
really sad to see the sad faces of the
ones that didn’t win the item they
really wanted also. But it was good
to see how happy faces of the ones
that did win the prize they want.
But we have next year, so come

back and try again, right.
I want to thank the following
chapters and members that donated
prizes to the Door Prize Table.
Thank you so much for making
people happy with their winnings.
They are:
Chapters: D-Greenville, G-High
Point, H2-Durham, N-Burlington,
O2-Hickory, T2-Albemarle, U2Laurinburg, W-Eden.
Members: Cheryl Davis-A, Ron
Chapman-O2, Marleen Henry, Nikki Vaughn, Alice Myers-A, Vendors,
Roy & Cindy Bryant
& Libby Jennings.
The Silent Auction Table was
booming with beautiful baskets and
items that members really seemed
interested in to keep the bidding up.
The winners got some great bargains in the baskets. Thank you to
the following Chapters and members that did a fantastic job on making the baskets. They are:
Chapters:
A-Greensboro, B2Winston-Salem, C2-Smithfield, D2
-New Bern, H2-Durham, NBurlington, O2-Hickory (2 baskets), T2-Albemarle, X-Wake Forest,
Z-Rocky Mount.
Members: Ron Chapman – O2
Hickory, Bobby Manning – D2
Greenville and Vendors.
I hope everyone enjoyed the
Memory Display Wall and Tables
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this year. I got a lot of compliments on the Shirt Display and I
would like to thank some members
for letting me borrow their shirts:
Bob Remillard, Milt Goodpasture,
Cliff Spencer and John Dye.
Thanks to Leon Tysor and Roy
Bryant for helping me display the
past & future Drill Team Shirts.
Thanks to all the other members
that brought their “Special” items
to be displayed. We had so much
I just could not keep up with who
brought what. Thank you again
and again for all each and every
one of you do for the North Carolina Wings Over the Smokies® and
for the Chapters.
I personally want to thank each
of you for being my GWRRA Family and my Friend and for letting
me be your Friend and part of your
Family. I Love You All.
Please be safe in your travels
and hope to see you at a chapter
gathering or event real soon.
Love to all,
Libby Jennings
Central Assistant District Director
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NC Assistant District Director - Central
Libby Jennings
INDIVIDUAL OF THE YEAR
AWARD
It was my pleasure to present the
first North Carolina Individual of
the Year Award this year at Wings
Over the Smokies®. Mr. Robert
“Bob” Remillard from Chapter B
Winston-Salem was the recipient of
this award. I would like to share
with the ones that could not attend
this year the words that led up to
the presentation.
INDIVIDUAL OF THE YEAR
AWARD
It is my pleasure this year to
present a new award entitled
“Individual of the Year”.
The District Staff would like to continue this award each year and ask
that it be presented at your Wings
Over the Smokies® Event.

This person is known as being a
good sport, shows constant loyalty,
super dedication to the chapters
and GWRRA for more than 32
years. He joined GWRRA in 1986
and has probably ridden more than
400,000 miles on his motorcycle.
He always rides with the proper
equipment and riding gear.
He
has attended 33 Wings Over the
Smokies® events and has worked
with his chapter and District Staff
to make the best of any event.

Salem and the Patrick Henry Children’s Ride in South Boston, VA,
among others that we probably
don’t know about.

Everyone loves this person because
they can tease him about taking too
long to talk about a chapter or an
event that needs to be promoted.
People always teases him about
signing in at the gatherings each
month. He was once teased about
finding a spouse but will tell you
right out that they will have to love
He served as Ride Coordinator for riding a motorcycle and be faithful
his chapter and was always willing to GWRRA as much as he does to
to lead a ride or pick a place/time stay with him.
to meet. This didn’t change when
he stepped down from this position, If you don’t know yet who I am
still willing to lead or get the group talking about you surely will when I
together for some fun and safe rid- mention the next statement. Ask
ing until someone else stepped up him to say “Hardees”.
to lead the chapter. I think he was
Assistant Chapter Director one We welcome his family who have
time also and helped the Chapter come here tonight to be with him to
Director in any way he could.
receive this Honor.

All NC GWRRA members are important to this organization and we
appreciate each and every one of He keeps up with chapter gatheryou. I wish I could give you all one ings and attends them each and
this year. But Roy won’t let me!
every month, most of the time coming in late. He promotes visitation
I am going to refer to this person as everywhere he goes because this is
a HE but it doesn’t mean I am not very important to him because of
talking about a SHE!
his love for GWRRA. He is known
all over the world I think because
This award is given to someone that anytime you visit another state
we all know very well. He is al- someone
is
always
asking
ways willing to jump up and volun- “do you know ??????”. Of course
teer to help do anything that any- we all say OH YES WE DO.
one, whether it be at a chapter
Gathering or with the District Staff, He has always supported and proto get the job done.
motes some type of charity work. A
couple I can mention is the Freedom Memorial Wall in Winston-
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It is my honor and privilege to
award the FIRST GWRRA Individual of the Year
Award to:
NC GWRRA # 38695 - Mr. Robert “Bob” Remillard
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North Carolina District MEPC
Sue and Charles Langley
Greetings Everyone,
Fall has been wonderful, with
the exception of Hurricane Florence. Even though we had rain on
Thursday at Wings Over the Smokies, Friday and Saturday were absolutely beautiful!
Charles and I would like to
thank all of the North Carolina
Chapter Couples that were able to
attend WOTS. A special thank you
goes to Lamar and Sara Shelly representing Hickory O2, also to James
and Debra Lawler representing
Wake Forest X for honoring their
chapter by choosing to participate
in the 2018 North Carolina District
Couple of the Year Selection. Being
an ambassador for your chapter is a
life
lasting
experience.
“CONGRAULATIONS” go to

James and Debra as the new 20181019 N.C. District Couple of the
Year!! Thank you!!
Also, our deepest appreciation
goes to 2017-2018 District Couple
of the Year, Glenn and Joy Kennedy for an outstanding representation
of everything that came their way.
With the new changes in GWRRA,
they will also be eligible to participate in the 2019 International Couple of the Year program, if they
choose. Thank you, Glenn and
Joy!!!
A big surprise for the Couples
Selection, it was live stream.
Wow!! Another big surprise, we
were honored to have National Director MEP, Larry and Penny Anthony attending our N.C. Rally.
Right at their side was National Assistant Director MEP, Irvin and
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Denise Blake. So excited to fellowship with these sweet people and
that our Couples Selection was live
stream. Thank you!!
Now a huge thank you goes out
to members and guest that choose
to be a part of WOTS. We sincerely
thank you for making the N. C. Rally a success, especially since Florence had made her appearance in
North Carolina with such devastation the week before. Thank you,
thank you!!
Love to all,
Charles and Sue Langley
District MEPC
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North Carolina District Educator
Anthony and Shirley Prewitt

Good day NC Riders,
Just getting back from Wings
Ding and Wings Over the Smokies®. Talking with friends that I
have not seen in a while, looking at
the parking lot of beautiful Goldwings and riders and noticing that
some riders have trouble balancing
at stops while getting in and out of
traffic. Taller riders had an easier
time than shorter riders. This
caused me to do some research on
this subject. I am at 70 inches in
height and I think I am tall, sometimes I have trouble handling my
motorcycle in not such good situations. Then I found this writing by
Cash Anthony. As we get older
and the Goldwing at 900+ lbs.,
some of these tips may be good for
us. Please read and enjoy.
Shirley & Tony Prewitt
NC District Educators
Tips for Little Riders of Big Bikes
The balls of your feet will tell
By: Cash Anthony
Most attitudinally-impaired riders
learn to ride a motorcycle on
something smaller than a Goldwing. Assuming you are thinking of
moving up to a bigger bike, these
10 points may help you enjoy the
move.
No matter how many miles you
have behind you on a smaller bike,
don't assume you can ride a bigger
one on the street without practicing
on a parking lot first. Moving up to

a bigger bike is almost like starting
over. (Most little riders going up to
a bigger bike don't have to be told
this, but you never know. Some
'little people' still have 'big brass
ones'...or else they wouldn't be trying to ride a big bike to begin
with. )

the road for the first time, sit on it
and learn where all the controls
are, even the ones you don't think
you will need (your 'mute' button,
for example.) It can be so exciting
to ride one of these beasts that
should you forget to learn some of
the basics early on, it may be too
late when you're out there in traffic
If you can flatfoot one side and and too terrified to even move
have 'ball of the foot' control on around on the seat.
both sides of a big bike, you can
probably ride it safely under most When you stop a big bike on an
circumstances. [Most bikes can incline across your lane, put your
have their seats cut down about an foot down on the HIGHER side
inch to improve your ability to con- only at first, and reach very caretrol it at the expense of some com- fully with your foot for the lower
fort
side. If you have to, you CAN hold
that big bike up with one leg for a
Since the fear of dropping a big very long period - after all, its
bike needs to be overcome early, weight is on the tires, not carried
assuming your bike has sufficient by your leg. Short-legging a big
guards on it to prevent damage, bike (and dumping it) is usually a
you may want to take it onto a matter of absent-mindedness... but
grassy area and practice dropping in some groups, you'll be wearing
it gently from a standstill a couple that pacifier for a while if you forof times in order to learn the art of get.
standing on the high peg and stepping away from the bike with your When turning a big bike at slow
other leg, in the event you ever do. speeds, a tiny amount of pressure
This, in order not to end up under- on the rear brake can help you
neath it. You also may need either maintain control of the degree of
a reverse gear (if such is available lean you want. NEVER forget to
for your model) or to ride with ac- look through the turn!
commodating friends in order to
get your bike out of incline trouble, To get a big bike off the side stand
now and then. Most of your fellow when it is leaning so much you
riders will be so impressed with can't easily pick it up, grip the
your 'big brass ones' for what front brake and clutch levers seyou're riding that they're glad to curely (whether the engine is runhelp. If not, find riders who are.
ning or not) and push the bike
FORWARD as you try to bring it
Before you take your big bike on upright in one smooth movement.
Continued on next page
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North Carolina District Educator
Anthony and Shirley Prewitt

(This modestly compresses the the clutch.
front suspension, making the bike a
little shorter.)
If the wind seems to be buffeting a
big bike more than the little bike
Be sure before you take your big you used to ride, try to relax and
bike on the road that you don't know that your wheels are securely
have pant-legs or chaps which will under you. The weight of the big
tangle on the peg as you put your bike will tend to keep the rubber on
feet down at a stop.
the road in the absence of crisis
braking, even if you have to lean.
Just because it's big doesn't mean If you increase speed somewhat in
it won't lean smartly. If your en- a strong crosswind, this may help
gine will dependably carry you to give you stability (and will get
through a curve with power, you'll you to the next stop a little sooner,
be able to lean a bigger bike just where you can relax your pucker
as much as a turn requires, with string for a while).
normal skills, at prudent speed.
This is a matter of confidence and You will soon get past the feeling
parking lot practice. You can con- that you are 'flying a 747' or that
trol it through the foot brake and the big beast 'wants to go faster',
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although those are common reactions when you get on a bigger
bike. Big bikes tend to have
smoother engines and a somewhat
different gear ratio from your
smaller ride. Once you do get the
hang of it, and after that magic
'click' in the mind that tells you
you're really RIDING this thing,
remember to relax and enjoy yourself -- and now and then, when you
feel comfortable, to wave at your
admirers!
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North Carolina District University
Coordinators
Carol and Tom Scully
Risk Management – Your Choices
Let’s start with the obvious, the
undeniable truth: riding a motorcycle exposes you to an element of
risk. I know few of us ever talk
about it but it is something we accept as inherent in our passion for
riding. Risk is common in many
hobbies. The football player is exposed to head and numerous other
injuries, Snow skiers face high
speed impact injuries. The list goes
on and on. Anyone who exposes
his/her body, untethered, to the elements and surroundings while in
motion, faces risk of injury or
worse. Just ask any insurance company representative. They will be
happy to explain it all to you, including how much the insurance
coverage will cost you. They project the premiums needed to cover
claims and pay out during the year
as claims come in. It’s called risk
management and it is big business.
Much of the risk we face is beyond our direct control. We cannot

change the bad behavior of the
drivers near us. We can have an
effect on our own actions and decisions. We can practice our own risk
management. We can add to or
lessen our own exposure to injury
every time we throw a leg over the
motorcycle. It goes something like
this.
Every decision we make, from
what we wear to how long we ride
between breaks, increases or decreases risk. Every decision we
make about our ride, from ride
planning to how fast we enter a
switchback mountain road turn either increases our risk or decreases
our risk. Every ride involves many
decisions. Where are we going,
what are we wearing, when to stop,
how is the weather, what route to
take, what equipment and supplies
to take along, all before picking up
the key for the bike. Any one of
those decisions could have an effect on our safety. During the ride
the decisions come at us fast and
furious - speed, road conditions,

traffic around us, hazards, following distance and all the rest. Decisions! Any one of these could also
affect our safety.
Let’s not forget all the valuable
training available from GWRRA
University, at no cost to you. These
seminars and modules come chock
full with information, methods and
tips designed to keep you safe. We
often try to ignore the risk. It is uncomfortable to think about. When
you think about the risk, it’s inevitable you’ll think about bad consequences. But ignoring risk does not
diminish risk. Be proactive. Look
risk in the eye and by consistently
making the right decisions we will
keep risk at a minimum.
MAKE GOOD DECISIONS –
RIDE SAFE – RIDE OFTEN
Tom and Carol Scully
NC District University Coordinators

GWRRA UNIVERSITY
North Carolina District
Upcoming Trainings
October 27

District Training

Registration Required

Checks and Balances Chapter Finances)
Team Riding
You’ve Got Mail (Email Etiquette)
Difficult Conversations
Contact: Carol Scully

ncdistricttrainer@gmail.com
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919.271.3769
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GWRRA UNIVERSITY

TRAINING EVENT
ANNOUNCEMENT
;

NORTH CAROLINA DISTRICT IS HOSTING A TRAINING EVENT ON
October 27, 2018

EVENT LOCATION: Kernersville Fire Department, 316 W Bodenhamer St.,
Kernersville, NC
EVENT HOURS: 9:30 am to 3:30pm
THE CLASSES BEING OFFERED INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
Checks and Balances (Chapter Finances)

Team Riding

You’ve Got Mail (Email Etiquette)

Difficult Conversations

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Carol A. Scully

919.271.3769

ncdistricttrainer@gmail.com

TO REGISTER, PLEASE COMPLETE AND MAIL THE FORM BELOW TO
Carol A. Scully 119 Braid Ct., Raleigh, NC 27603

Name_____________________________________ Chapter____________________

Phone ____________________________ Email______________________________

BRING YOUR GWRRA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER WITH YOU TO THE EVENT-THANK YOU
U.10

©2017 GWRRA, Inc.
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North Carolina District
Couple of the Year 2018-2019
James and Debra Lawler

Your 2018 – 2019 District Couple of black bike with all the trimmings.
the Year
Debra immediately began riding with
me. Then in 2010, my brother told us
Hello! We are James and Debra about GWRRA. He recommended we
Lawler, Chapter NC-X in Wake For- find a local chapter and see what it’s
est. Debra and I are very honored to be all about. We did and joined GWRRA
selected as the 2018/2019 North Caro- that year. Unfortunately, we let our
lina District Couple. It is our hope to membership lapse in 2011.
love, help and inspire the Chapter couThen in 2012, everything changed.
ples. We know there are lots of won- I got a job in Raleigh/Durham’s Rederful members who know us, but search Triangle Park with the same
there are many more who do not. This company I worked for in Dallas. I
is for you, the members.
worked for them for six-months to see
If you saw our selection presenta- if it would work out. Of course, I had
tion at Wings Over the Smokies, you to take the Gold Wing along. While
learned something about us. If not, this living out of an apartment in Cary, I
is what you missed… Debra and I have met the wonderful folks in Cary, chapbeen together for thirty-five years and ter NC-E. We re-joined GWRRA and
married for thirty-three years. We met decided to sell the B&B, and live in
in Dallas, TX, working at a sub shop. North Carolina.
We have had the opportunity to do
In 2013, we sold the B&B and
many things in life including in 2005, found a house in Wake Forest. I conmoving to Kentucky to open a Bed and tinued to ride the 2000 Gold Wing and
Breakfast.
Debra was still a co-rider until one day
Debra ran the B&B for nine years she said…’Honey, I’m sick of looking
while I continued to work in the infor- at the back of your helmet!” I was
mation technology field. I purchased thrilled because that meant Debra
my first Gold Wing in 2007; a 2000 wanted to be a rider! We found her a

Can-Am Spyder because she wanted a
trike. We drove all the way up to
Cleveland, OH and purchased the bike.
It was too late to make it home that
day, so we stopped for the night. Well,
it rained with lightning and thunder – a
really nice storm. So that’s what Debra
named her Spyder, “Storm!”
Since then, Debra has earned her
motorcycle endorsement and become
quite a good rider in her own right. She
is a Level 3 rider with over 17,000 safe
miles and my tail-gunner. And I would
not have it any other way. I also traded
my 2000 Gold Wing in for a 2016
matte silver Gold Wing. I named her,
“Silver” after the Lone Ranger’s horse.
Well, that is us in a nut shell. As we
said in our introduction, we look forward to loving, helping and inspiring
the Chapter couples in whatever way
they need.
North Carolina Couples are the Best!
James and Debra Lawler

North Carolina District
Couple of the Year 2017-2018
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
“The Big Goodbye”
Not to worry – we are not going anywhere. It is just that our year of serving as
North Carolina’s District Couple of the
Year (2017-2018) has come to a close.
And what a wonderful year it was for us.
We cherished every minute.
What was so wonderful about it was
that it was the springboard from which we
were able to make contacts and build relationships with so many of you across the
state. Relationships that will continue
beyond the tenure of our office.
Hopefully, we all recognize that it is

these relationships and friendships that
form the glue that holds an organization
like GWRRA together and creates the
family bond.
The Couples Program is the glue factory of
GWRRA.
We tried hard to expand participation in
the program across the state and want to
encourage all chapters to honor their dedicated members by appointing them as your
Chapter Couple of the Year. It is not a job
to be filled - It is an honor to be bestowed.
We wish James and Debra Lawler great
success in the coming year with a special
thanks to both them and Lamar and Sara
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Shelly for standing for selection this year.
In closing, we want to thank everyone
that was so supportive of our efforts. Our
sincere thanks to the entire District Team
(with special thanks to Sue and Charles
Langley for their constant encouragement),
Chapter Directors across the State and
most of all a special thanks to all of you
for supporting us as your District Couple
of the Year.
Joy and Glenn Kennedy
District Couple of the Year (2017-2018)

`
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North Carolina District
Care Bear
Hello NC Members,
We need to keep the following members in our thoughts and
prayers due to the loss of a love
one: Earl T Eller of X2 passed
away
We need to continue to praying
for a fast recovery of the following
members: Ron and Alice Myers of
A son had a heart attack, Charles
and Sue Langley of C2-Dist MEPC
great grandson still needs our prayers, Teddy Harding of X was admitted to a hospital in Clyde during
WOtS due to arthritis and gout,
Ronnie Wilson of D had knee sur-

gery, Mrs. Ada of D is doing better
and able to attend meetings, A.J.
Hudson od D had cataract surgery,
Diana Temple of H2-Dist Vendor
Cord. Had surgery to remove cancer from her leg and had a spot
froze off of her neck, James
Holmes of F2 has pneumonia. I
have sent each one of these members a card from the District.
Please if you have a death or
sickness or a praise in your chapter
please
e-mail
me
at
marypc1967@aol.com so I can get
out to all the chapters and get it on
the website and in the district newsletter.

I would like to thank all the
chapters that helped at Wots and to
everyone who attended. I hope everyone had a great time.
The next chapter event is Xctober fest. Please support X.
I hope to see you at Myrtle
Beach for C2 get together.
Please get out a visit other chapters. It is fun and you might even
make a new friend.
Thanks
Mary Craig
NC District Care Bear

We would like to wish the following members a very Happy Birthday and a very Happy Anniversary:
October Birthdays
1 Pat Wilson A
4 Raylan Craig S2
Mandy Cox S2
Ernest Cagle H2
5 Tom FitzGerald A
7 Dianne Huck D
8 Frankie Spain D
Greg Peimar A
9 Dee Dovan D
10 Milton Goodpasture A
Diana Temple H2-Dist
Vendor Cord
12 Paul Hines A
15 Victor Montgomery M2
17 Jelanine Gilliam H2
19 Dave Wilson A
25 Sid Chambers H2
26 Keith Helmer H2

October Anniversaries
4 Ray & Nelda Gaskin D
13 David & Barbara Jones D

Other October Anniversaries

Other October Birthday
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October 2018
Sun
East

Mon
1

Tue
2

Wed
3

Thu
4

NC-C2 Smithfield

Fri
5

NC-D Greenville
NC-G high Point

Central

Sat
6
NC-S2 Sanford
NC-G2 Waynesville

West
7

14

21

8

9

NC-W Eden

NC-B2 Winston
Salem
NC-P2 Forest City
NC-Z Rocky Mount

15

16

NC-D2 New Bern

NC-E Cary

22

23

10

11
NC-A Greensboro
NC-T2 Albemarle

17

18

24

25
NC-N Burlington

29

30

31

NC-K2 Fayetteville

18

13
NC-L2 Mooresville
NC-U2 Laurinburg
NC-X Xtober Fest
NC-X2 Wilkesboro

19

NC-E2 Elizabeth
City
NC-F2 Garner
NC-H2 Durham

NC-O2 Hickory

28

12

20
NC-M2 Hendersonville

26

27
NC-I Asheville
NC-Y Morganton

November 2018
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu
1

East

Fri
2

NC-D Greenville
NC-G high Point

Central

Sat
3
NC-S2 Sanford
NC-G2 Waynesville

West
4

5

6

7

8

NC-C2 Smithfield

11

12

13

NC-X Wake Forest

NC-W Eden

NC-B2 Winston
Salem
NC-P2 Forest City
NC-Z Rocky Mount

18

19

20

NC-O2 Hickory

NC-D2 New Bern

NC-E Cary

25

26

27

9

NC-A Greensboro
NC-T2 Albemarle

14

15

NC-I Asheville
NC-L2 Mooresville
NC-U2 Laurinburg
NC-X2 Wilkesboro

16

NC-E2 Elizabeth
City
NC-F2 Garner
NC-H2 Durham

21

22

10

17
NC-M2 Hendersonville

23

24
NC-Y Morganton

28

29

NC-K2 Fayetteville

19

30
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Congratulations To The Following Newsletter Editors
For The Newsletter Editor Of The Month 2017
Colleen Fitzgerald NC-A - January
Amanda Cox NC-S2 - February
Kelly Grissom - NC-K2 - March
Debra Lawler - NC-X - April
Terry Wade - NC-F2 - May
Karen Newhall - NC-M2 - June
Alice Manning - NC-D - July
Congratulations and a big

KUDOS
Keep up the good work.
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The following chapters have reported a change in their normal meeting
schedule. Be sure to check the District Website for any last minute cancelations or contact the Chapter Director to verify they are meeting on their
scheduled day.
October
NC-Y Morganton will change their October gathering to the 3rd Saturday
November
NC-I Asheville will change their November gathering to the second Saturday.

Just for laughs
An Amish husband, wife and son travel to the city on vacation. They visit a shopping mall and while the mother is shopping, the father and son are standing in awe in front of an elevator (having no idea what it is). As they watch, an elderly lady
walks into the strange silver doors and the doors close. The father and son watch as the numbers go up, and then back down.
When the doors open, a beautiful young woman walks out. The father leans over and whispers to the son, "Son, go get your
mother!"

Answers to last months puzzle
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Space between words equal 1 block
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North Carolina District Newsletter Editor
Steve and Mary Craig

From The Editor
Hello Wingers,
WHAT A FUN TIME. For
those that went to WOtS 2018, you
know we had a GREAT time. For
those that could not be there we
hope all is well with you and know
you were missed.
Congratulations to James and
Debra Lawler for being selected as
North Carolina’s newest District
Couple. I am sure they will do the
District proud just as Glenn and
Joy Kennedy have done. I wish
Glenn and Joy the best in their next
adventure whatever it may be. It
has been a pleasure having them on
the District Team and we hate to
see them go.
Congratulations also goes to
Bob Remillard for being awarded
North Carolina’s first Individual Of
The Year Award.
It was again my honor to start
each morning with the National
Anthem and the Pledge of Allegiance. Thank you to the Veterans
that raised and lowered the American Flag each day.
I would like to thank the District
Team for helping me with my vi-

sion for the Candle Light Vigil this
year. Last year we started with lining up the District Team on each
side of the “isle” so to speak and it
was then that I saw the vision of
the Gold Wings being held high for
the candles to pass under. I would
also like to thank those who
stepped up to carry a candle for our
departed friends. I feel each one
was honored well. The flags that
were carried for the Veterans will
be given to the family of the Veteran from the District in appreciation
of their service. We had 5 this year.
I have already given 2 of them to
the representative that carried it for
them to pass on to the family. I
have 3 that I will be getting to the
Chapter Directors of the Chapter
the Veteran was from for them to
pass on to the family.
The video that was taken of the
closing ceremony did not record
sound so I will have to go back and
add a soundtrack to the Candlelight
Vigil before I put it on the web.
Unfortunately, the recording of
Bob receiving his award has no
sound either. I am truly sorry for

this and I can assure that it will not
happen next year.
We have 2 newsletter awards to
give out this month…August and
September. We did not get to
award August last month.
The C2 Smithfield Myrtle
Beach trip is coming up and we
hope to see a lot of you there.
In closing, I leave you with this
thought:
“Life is like the dice that, falling,
still show a different face. So life,
though it remains the same, is always presenting different aspects.”
~ Alexis
Ride safe, have FUN and remember AGTATT.
Steve and Mary Craig
NC District Newsletter Editors
NC District Webmasters

Ride Safe, Have FUN, Live Life
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